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Commitment State c
Set of propositions φ shared by interlocutors. Update of commitment states with speech act A φ c +S Aφ = c ⋃ {φ} (for short: c +S φ) where φ: commitment introduced by Aφ, actor: S Pragmatic requirements on update
Boolean Operations on Commitment Spaces
Denegation of speech acts Searle 1969 , Hare 1970 , Vanderveken 1990 If S 1 is an authority, trustworthy person: φ itself becomes part of the commitment space: C + S₁ S 1 ⊢φ + φ Cancellable: Believe it or not, Ed won the race. Reaction: Agreeing response particle, e.g. yes Krifka 2013, yes and no as n S1 picks up the proposition φ and asserts it C + S1⊢φ + φ + S2⊢φ Reaction: Disagreeing response particle, e.g. no S2 picks up the proposition φ, asserts its negation: C + S1⊢φ + S2⊢¬φ, a conflict, not a contradiction, update with φ impossible, as φ ∈c and S⊢¬φ ∈c cannot both hold. [S1 thinks it is warm outside, S2 comes with a coat.] S1: Is it cold / not warm / #warm outside? / It is cold outside? Rule: Ask confirmation for that φ that provides more information (is less expected). 
Questions as meta speech acts

High negation in questions
Isn't it warm outside?
Analysis as denegation of question-implied assertion Krifka t.a.
Regular question: QUS₁({p}): S1 asks S2 to ASSS₂(p), i.e. for S2⊢φ High negation: S1 asks S2 to refrain from this, ~ASSS₂(φ) as a consequence, S2 cannot later commit to φ, S2⊢φ (except if evidence changes) Alternative analysis: Adding non-commitment S1 asks S2 to commit to the proposition ¬S2⊢φ, also excluding commitments to S2⊢φ. High negation with conflicting and neutral evidence 
Matching question tags
Ed won the race, did he? / Ed didn't win the race, didn't he? (L%)
Proposition put forward as a potential view of addressee, seeking for confirmation.
Reverse question tags
Ed won the race, didn't he?
/ Ed didn't win the race, did he? (L% / H%) Proposition put forward by speaker, checking for possible objection by addressee.
Matching tag questions
Analysed as speech act conjunction of assertion and question iMalamud & Stephenson: added to hearer's projected commitments, no relation to question
-φ is presented by S1 as a commitment of S2 -S1 commits to φ as well (if S2 does not reject the last move) Perhaps also for rising declaratives: blend of assertion + question Gunlogson 2008 
Reverse tag qestions
Analysed as speech act disjunction of assertion and question
-excludes that S 2 ⊢φ and S 1 ⊢¬φ, if S 2 commits to φ, S 1 commits to φ -If S 2 commits to ¬φ, then S 1 has no commitment.
S 1 can either commit to φ, to ¬φ, or do nothing at all (depends on further responses). Difference to simple assertion:
If S 2 commits to ¬φ, no conflict arises, as S 1 is then not committed to φ Negative Tag questions also as high negation question {c∈C | √ ⋃ S 1 ⊢φ ⊆ c} ⋃ {√C}⋃{c∈C | √C ⋃ ¬S 2 ⊢φ ⊆ c} if S 2 commits to φ, S 1 commits to φ; if S 2 does not commit, S 1 has no commitment. Prosody L% / H% Signals certainty of S 1 whether S 2 will follow the main (assertive) part
